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Sustainable Use of Nature-Based Solutions for Slope Protection
and Erosion Control
Alejandro Gonzalez-Ollauri
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Soil loss is a global threat to the integrity and function of the Earth’s ecosystems.
Soil loss can have dramatic implications for the provision of essential food and resources
to human communities. Soil loss and degradation can be accelerated by landslides and
erosion, which are two ubiquitous natural hazards. These hazards are commonly triggered
by rainfall, which impacts on soil structure and its mechanical integrity. Consequently,
the severity and recurrence of landslides and erosion will likely increase due to the in-
tensification of the hydrological cycle predicted under the scenarios of climate change,
leading to further soil loss and degradation. It is becoming evident that we are currently
experiencing a climate crisis and emergency in our planet, so we must not only take action
against climate change, but also against its tangible effects on our environment. This a
unique opportunity to learn from nature and understand how it functions, so we can find
sustainable solutions to the challenges ahead, such as the intensification of landslides and
erosion, and so we can help human communities become resilient to climate change.

Nature-based solutions (NBSs) can be understood as ecology-based, integrated ap-
proaches that work alongside nature to manage natural hazards, address societal challenges,
and solve engineering problems sustainably whilst providing co-benefits and ecosystem
services to human communities. The concept of NBS is relatively easy to understand by the
layperson, as the word is self-explanatory—i.e., those actions striving to find solutions to
problems by using natural elements and processes. However, there is no official consensus
on how NBSs must be defined. The concept of NBSs can be regarded as an umbrella term
under which multiple disciplines can be found, such as ecosystem-based approaches (to
climate adaptation), natural systems agriculture, natural solutions, green infrastructure
and/or ecological engineering, etc. In fact, the combination of NBS approaches may lead to
the obtainment of better results when an environmental challenge must be addressed.

The management and mitigation of natural hazards such as landslides and erosion
necessitate strategies that bridge engineering principles with ecosystem functioning and, in
most cases, with sensible approaches to land management. Multiple examples of ecology-
based, integrated approaches employed to address landslides, erosion, and even flooding
can be found within the disciplines of soil and water bioengineering. Soil and water
bioengineering often use techniques that combine landscape architecture, soil mechanics,
hydrology, plant ecology, and now, ecosystem services management. These techniques can
be regarded as plant-based NBSs, as vegetation is a key structural and functional element
of a given NBS intervention. Vegetation thus ensures the sustainability, performance,
resilience, and integration within the local environment of NBS interventions. Researchers
and practitioners working on NBSs should take a close look at the examples provided by
soil and water bioengineering to gain insights into how NBSs must be defined in a context
of mitigating and managing hazards related to climate change. In fact, one of the main
challenges currently faced by NBSs, which is the lack of a solid evidence base related to their
performance, could somehow be circumvented by looking into other disciplines that have
employed NBSs even before the term was coined, such as soil and water bioengineering.
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The lack of evidence on how NBSs perform has been identified as the greatest limi-
tation to encouraging their uptake and upscaling. NBSs will only make a difference in the
battle against climate change if they are used globally and at a large scale. A sound evidence
base on NBS performance does not exist yet because there are no established frameworks,
protocols, standards, and indicators to quantify it [1] and which can be used with confidence
by scientists and practitioners alike. More importantly, the lack of evidence may have a nega-
tive impact on the perception of NBSs by the public, who may thus favour more traditional
approaches, such as those coined as ‘grey’ or ‘hybrid’, overlooking the many co-benefits
and ecosystem services that NBSs can provide. Consequently, research and studies that can
contribute to filling the knowledge gap of how NBSs perform should be particularly welcome
by the scientific community, policy and decision makers, and by the public in general. New
insights into NBS performance will undoubtedly encourage and facilitate the inclusion of NBS
design within risk reduction strategies and push business exploitation.

This Special Issue (SI) aimed to gather a series of original contributions including,
but not limited to, novel research, tools, frameworks, approaches, indicators, and case
studies focusing on examples demonstrating how NBSs can be used sustainably for erosion
control and slope protection. In total, nine contributions were submitted to the SI. These
contributions came from multiple European countries in addition to one case study focusing
on South America, suggesting that efforts to understand and utilise NBSs against landslides
and erosion cross borders and continents. Yet, it also indicates that further work is needed
to contribute towards a global evidence base on how NBSs perform. What follows is a
brief overview of the nine interesting contributions to the SI entitled “Sustainable use of
Nature-based Solutions for slope protection and erosion control”. I hope that this overview
will encourage the reader to explore the contents of the SI in more depth.

Apollonio et al. [2] provided an original approach to set up onsite experiments and
measure erosion rates under multiple rainfall events and ground covers. A related study
was carried out by Stanchi et al. [3] who looked into the effect of soil management on
erosion in mountain vineyards. These authors provided further evidence on how sensible
approaches to land management, in this case agricultural land, can substantially help to
reduce erosion and therefore soil loss and degradation. In addition to assessing the impact
of vegetation on soil reinforcement to address erosion and landslide hazards, Capobianco
et al. [4], used a novel, numerical modelling approach to assess the hydro-mechanical effect
of several riparian vegetation combinations on streambank stability in Norway. The latter
study focused on the key element of NBSs against landslides and erosion. In this particular
case, they focused on woody vegetation and on providing a numerical modelling tool to
quantify the ability of NBSs to manage the stability of streambanks, which is very much
related to the virulence of flooding events.

In relation to the former study, Gonzalez-Ollauri and Mickovski [5] provided an ap-
proach supplemented with primary evidence that demonstrated the hydrological effect of
willow on soil–water dynamics. This is key to understanding how vegetation and hence
NBSs can contribute to managing and mitigating shallow landslides. It is worth noting
that willow is a common species used in soil bioengineering for its ability to resprout from
cuttings, but also due to its great resilience to waterlogged conditions and soil pollution. In
this regard, Sorolla et al. [6] explored how vegetation was established in NBS interventions
designed for slope stability. In particular, the authors explored how different planting
strategies can help vegetation establish on vegetated cribwalls, which is a common NBS
technique in soil and water bioengineering. The findings from these authors will surely
contribute to enhancement of the successful use of cribwalls against landslides and ero-
sion. More examples regarding soil and water bioengineering techniques are discussed in
Maxwald et al. [7], who showcased multiple case studies implemented in South America
and proposed an original framework helping to make these NBS interventions transferable
to other sites. The latter is of the utmost importance to ensure NBSs can be replicated
and upscaled. Yet, scientists and practitioners working with NBSs also need to deliver
a sound evidence base on NBS performance, and for which monitoring is essential. In
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this regard, Koutalakis et al. [8] shared insights into how UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle)
technology can be used to monitor hazards in the context of NBSs. The protocols these
authors discussed in their study can help investigate the evolution of NBSs in the landscape
but can also help understand how NBSs and landscape interventions contribute to the
management of landslides. The Special Issue concludes with two interesting opinion and
perspective articles written by two well-established soil bioengineers. Rey [9] discussed the
harmonisation of erosion control and flood prevention with the restoration of biodiversity
through ecological engineering approaches. Mickovski [10] took this topic further and pro-
vided an original, thought-provoking discussion on how soil bioengineering can address
climate change challenges.
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